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	     Welcome to peopleclick

    Grab a Successful Career with Us
    
    If you have the commitment and perseverance to make your career dreams true, join Peopleclick without any second thoughts.  We are here to help you with our hyperactive team and full-fledged learning facilities to nurture your skills and polish it to match up industry standards. Here are our prime features that make us unique. 
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    Top-notch Trainers

    The trainers here are certified working professionals, with years of experience in the industry. Get maximum benefits from their vast knowledge in the subject. 
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    Practical-based Approach

    Highly interactive classes are complemented with live examples, live case studies and assignments. Lab sessions & workshops are also conducted. 
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    Multiple Live Projects

    Have the rare opportunity to work on more than one live project and learn how actual industry works under the guidance of the trainer
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    Quality Course Materials

    Related e-books and practical course materials are provided for the students promptly. Video recordings of lectures are also sent, if needed. 
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    Solid Learning Support

    Based on convenience, offline and online classes are offered. Also, students can avail 24 x 7 online facility for clearing doubts with the consultant. 
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    Placement Assistance

    Once the course is completed, our active placement cell will help you with mock interviews, resume preparation guidance, recruitment drives and so on. 
    











    







    
        
            
                Our Popular Courses

                We start our courses from the basics and extend to advanced, suiting the needs of both beginners and professionals. 
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                Why Choose People click

                It's not just a job that you achieve after comprehensive training at Peopleclick, but successive career growth to become the most sought after professional.
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                         8000+ Students Trained &450 Batches 
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                         100% Placement Support in MNCs
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                         10+ Years Experienced Trainers
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                         100+ Tied Up Client Companies
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                                Workshops on Every Saturday, Absolutely Free Entry

                                Learn more about relevant course, its applications and future scope

                                 Book Your Seat
                            

                        

                    

                

               
            




    
        
            
                Our Corporate Clients

                100+ Client Companies, Still Counting 
                
            


              
        




    







    
        

              
                100+ Client Companies, Still Counting

                We have already associated with more than 100 companies as a part of our training and recruitment programs and in the process of having more tie-ups. This include MNCs, major IT enterprises and top start ups. With such a huge client base, we are a trusted name in the field of corporate training. Our excellent placement record is also the result of this hard-earned experience. We understand the specific requirements of different companies and design our syllabus accordingly. 
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        What People Say‘s
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                                                I have completed Python training from thii institute. This is the best place to learn python from basic to advanced level. They will provide live projects also. Now I got job in Node Technologies. Thank you People Click.

                                                Abhilash
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                             
                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                                I got opportunity in 2 companies and got placed in Node Technolgies. Great place to develop your coding skills. Trainers are always there for your help. HR provides interview opportunities with many companies.

                                             Vivek uniyal
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                


                                  
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                                I have done Python training from this institute. I got job after the training. One can join the class for Python, behavior & response of the trainer was good as expected. You will be getting assignments and notes virtually, overall good experience.Now I got job in Optibiz. Thank you People Click.


                                             Niket
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                


                                  
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                                The training for Python given by Peopleclick was good. Trainer was really helpful and classes are very interactive & informative. After the training they arranged interviews and I got placed in Node Technologies.I recommend this institute for best knowledge
 

                                             Shivana gutti

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                



                           
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                                People click is the best institute for Python. They covered all the topics with practical and theoretical class. After the training I have attended interview in  Indexcel Pvt Ltd. I  recommended people click for those who are looking a career in cloud.
 

                                             Vinay TM
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             "Peopleclick learning is the best Python Training Institute in Bangalore provide Python. Peopleclick is the Python Company provide Real-Time Python Training with 100% placements. We also handle different Python for clients."
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        BTM LAYOUT

        	177, Bhumi Complex
	9th Main Rd, Sector 7,
	 HSR Layout, Bengaluru
	 Karnataka 560102
	 View Location Map


    

       
   




    

    
         MARATHAHALLI

        	3rd Floor
	Unilever Research Center 
	Above: Food World Whitefield 
	Bangalore, Karnataka 560066
	 View Location Map


    

       
   


   

    







     
    
        
                DISCLAIMER

            We do not provide any SAP software or SAP copyrighted training materials while imparting courses and we are not affiliated with SAP
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